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ABSTRACT

Noni Apriani (2017). “An Analysis Of English Teaching Media In Favorite  Junior
High School in Rejang Lebong District”

Advisor : Sakut Anshori, S.Pd.I., M.Hum.

Co- Advisor : Henny Septia Utami, M.Pd

The objectives of this research were to investigate: 1) The teaching media used
in Junior high school in Rejang Lebong District. 2) The implemtation of  the teaching
media in favorite Junior high school in Rejang Lebong District. The researcher used a
descriptive that where presents in qualitative method. The sample of this research,
SMPN 1 Rejang Lebong, SMPN 2 Rejang Lebong, and SMPN 5 Rejang Lebong and the
English teacher that used the teaching media in learning process. In this research have
six English teachers in favorite Junior high school in Rejang Lebong district. The
researcher would investigate teaching media used in favorite Junior high school, by
using observation and interview. Research Instrument were following Checklist and
interview guideline. Technique analysis data were Data Reduction, Data Display and
Conclusion Drawing/Verification.The result showedd: Teacher used posters as a media
in teaching English. The posters choose based on the material for that meeting. There
were some ways to used posters. It could train some skill in English. Teacher used
Cartoon , it covered some skills. Students found some word, in this way students learned
about procedure text, pronunciation and grammatical aspect such as students arrange the
words.  Furthermore, Teachers used images is  a media more often used by the teacher,
the pictures were gotten  the handbook, the skill  based on the material or can covered
some skills. It focused on reading skill.  Teachers  used flasccard  for speaking, writing,
reading skill and grammar aspect.They used LCD projector. Cassettete Audio had
provided some audio tape  as instrument in teaching listening. It  was thought based on
the Syllabus, using CD and 1 of exercise book. Then,  teachers  used Video as a media
in teaching listening and speaking  at Favorite school. All of teachers  used Language
Laboratory as a material in teaching listening at Favorite school at Rejang Lebong .

Keyword: Analysis, English Teaching Media and Favorite  Junior  High School
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Research

Learning is as an enduring chance in behavior, or in the capacity to behead in a

given fashion, which results from practice or others forms of experience. According

to Dimyati and mudjiono Learning is an action and students’ complex behaviors that

is experienced themselves.1 It can be concluded that the language learning is the

way, in which the mind observes, organizes and stores information.

Teaching media is a manner to deliver about information or technique in

learning used by teacher when presents teaching material, which teacher as main

object in create an educative interaction situation, namely between teacher and

student, between student and student, and between student and teaching media in

support the destination of learning process.2 Based on Jensen, He stated that learning

media can increase students’ motivation.3 From both of the statement it can be

concluded that in learning process used teaching media should competent to make

good interaction between teacher to student, student to student, and student to

1Dimyati And Mudjiono. Belajar dan pembelajaran, (Jakarta: .Renekacipta, 1998), p.221
2 Asnawir dan Basyirudin Muhibbinsyah, Media Pembelajaran,(Jakarta:PT. Intermasa, 2002), p.

14
3 Anonymous, The Importance of Media in The Classroom, Article, 2016. p. 3



teaching media. Then, media that chosen will be influenced student motivation in

learning process.

Teacher can divide of role with media so teacher will had plentiful to give the

student an attention in many kinds of aspects of education, likes  adversity in

learning, make good personality of student, motivation of study to student, and

others.4 That means, in learning process, the teacher used teaching media to convey

of learning material and it will be help the teacher to divide of media role.

Teaching media has a solid foundation too, based on the Constitution  of The

Republic Indonesia number 40 in 2008 concerning the standard of facilities and

infrastructure. Article 1, paragraph 7 stated that media of education is the equipment

used to help communication in learning.5 That means, the teaching media has an

important role in  the learning process, so that the learning materials can be easier to

understand. The importance of this research, because the teaching media role is

important in learning process. The teaching media role, to make the learning process

effective. Therefore, learning becomes interactive and students are interested too.

Therefore, the researcher was interested in studying about learning media because it

has important role in the learning.

4 Ardiani Mustika Sari, “Mengenal Media Pembelajaran”, http://edu-articles.com, March 10th

2017
5 Anonymous, 2015, uu No 40 Tahun 2008 tentang standar sarana dan prasarana, from

http://www.google.Co.Id/Gwt/x?GI+Id&Hi=idida&u= +standar+sarana+dan+prasarana. Acccess on
February18th  2017.17.00



Favorite schools are schools provide value added, namely component

input, process of learning and superior of output.6 In this context, input is the

benefit of educational input.7 Education process includes processes that surpass

the standards expected, namely value of learning process, leadership,

management, organization of school, cultural engagement in school conditions,

and network cooperation.8 Then, the output is the acquisition behavior and

graduation.9 Favorite school is the school more than other school.10 So, schools’

quality in many kinds of aspect higher from other school. Moreover, in other

definition, favorite school is higher (smart, good, goodness, strong, and soon)

better than of the other school.11 From the statement, we can take a conclusion

that a favorite school has input, process and output that superior and ability more

higher from other school likes in quality or quantity of school.

Based on interview with mr. Adi Suwono, Mt. Pd from DIKNAS Rejang

Lebong district, He said that favorite schools is school had quality that more

higher from other school, like students’ quality, teachers’ quality,  tool and

infrastructure, and management of school quality.12 So from the statement it can

6 Cepi Safrudin, Disertai Doktor: “Pencapaian Keunggulan Pada SMA Negeri Dan Swasta
Berkategori Unggul di Kota Bandung” (Bandung: UPI,2004), 106.

7 Ibid, p. 106
8 Ibid, p. 106
9 Ibid, p. 106
10 As Hornby, oxford Advanced Learner Dictionary,(New York:Oxford University Press, 1987),

P. 425
11Anonymous, Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, from http://kbbi.web.id/media, access on

January 11th 2017 17:50
12 Interview with mr. Adi Suwono, Mt. Pd, one of stufff in DIKNAS Rejang Lebong District on

28th February 2017 10:15



be said that favorite school is a school that more higher than other schools, as

though about teacher, student, media that used, achievement, and management of

school. In favorite school, many kinds of option in teaching media were used,

the option more plentiful than other school and many kind of teaching media will

be met in favorite school because the requirement or characteristic of favorite

school.

In this research, the researcher choose a Favorite Junior High, in this

research because the data of the Dinas Pendidikan (DINAS) Rejang Lebong

district, the schools are the categorized as favorite, there were SMPN 1 Curup

Kota, SMPN 2 Curup Kota, SMPN 5 Rejang Lebong. The researcher choose

Favorite Junior High schools because the favorite junior high schools be a model

to the school that not classify the favorite school, and all of the school in Rejang

Lebong District become favorite. The populations are favorite junior high

schools at Rejang Lebong District, and the sample are SMPN 1 Curup Kota,

SMPN 2 Rejang Lebong, and SMPN 5 Rejang Lebong.

Additionally, the researcher found some thesises which is relevant to this

research. Those research was written by As Laurel; Markowitz, Linda; Hedley,

Mark on Journal of Media Literacy Education, 2015, This study examined the

effectiveness of the implementation of a small-scale critical media literacy

curriculum unit focused on gender stereotypes, especially as they pertain to

occupations. The research question was whether students exposed to the critical

media literacy (CML) curriculum were more likely than students not exposed to



believe: that women experience discrimination in the workplace; that the media

constructs stereotypical messages about women and men, especially regarding

occupations; and that the media influences people's thinking. Then, Vilma Tafani

entitle teaching English through mass media, This article aims at analyzing the

importance of using Mass Media in the classroom and finding the ways how to

use Printed and Audio-visual Media. It is the result of an in-depth study, surveys

and questionnaires thus trying to make the ideas in this article more trustworthy.

It is based not only on the literature review but also on long personal experience.

It is a brief description of some practical examples and some tips for novice

teachers. Further more, those article tends to deal with some of the key issues of

using media in the classroom. The importance of Media in general and in

education in particular; Media are persuasive and pervasive, newspapers,

magazines, radio, television and internet in the classroom, etc. Both of journal

teaching media. Then, this study focused on the teaching media for junior high

school favorite or the best schools at Rejang Lebong. However, they are

discussed about teaching media for  English language but they had different field

and aspects.

For SMPN 1 Rejang Lebong is as favorite school such as in final

examination as a final measurement of students’ mastery the English skill or

material. As be known that, in UN just tries or examines two skill they are

reading and listening skill. Based on the school of documentation in this school

since several last years this school showed good achievement in English.  In final



examination, this school several times got the higher school in this regency.

Almost every year students had passing grade for this subject. In addition, some

achievements for English competition. Such as won some competitions like:

Speaking, debate, scrabble, news reporter and soon competition. For English

subject and had won some competition for academic and nonacademic. The

students’ achievement just not on regency level, but also province and national

championship levels. 13 Next, for SMPN 5 Rejang lebong . It was proofed every

year there were some achievements and it has way of selection of new students

such as grading on final examination (NEM) selecting. Students had higher

NEM, it will be received study here. 14

Based on the data above, concerning to relevant to this research were

written  by As Laurel; Markowitz, Linda; Hedley about examined the

effectiveness of the implementation of a small-scale critical media literacy

curriculum and Vilma Tafani entitle teaching English through mass media, This

article aims at analyzing the importance of using Mass Media in the classroom

and finding the ways how to use Printed and Audio-visual Media. This research

also discussed about the teaching media for junior high school favorite or the

best schools at Rejang Lebong.

The researcher is interested to investigate the teaching media used in

favorite Junior high schools in Rejang Lebong District, and how the English

13 Head master of SMPN 2 Rejang Lebong
14 English teacher of SMPN 1 Rejang Lebong



teachers use the teaching media. Based on the interest of the researcher, hence

the title of this research is “An Analysis of English teaching Media For Favorite

Junior high schools in Rejang Lebong District”.

B. Research Question

1. What are the teaching media type used in favorite Junior high schools in Rejang

Lebong District?

2. How do the English teachers use the teaching media in favorite Junior high schools

in Rejang Lebong District?

C. Objectives of the Research

The objectives of this research are to investigate:

1. The teaching media type used in Junior high schools in Rejang Lebong District

2. The implantation of  the teaching media in favorite Junior high schools in

Rejang Lebong District.

D. Delimitation of the Research

The researcher delimited this research to get more specific data. The researcher

limited the subject matter, the researcher only focused on the media and the way  to

implicate that media in the teaching English at favorite Junior high schools in Rejang

Lebong District.  The researcher limited favorite Junior high schools, based on the data

from DIKNAS. That depend on three schools of Junior High School and six English

teachers.



E. Significance of The Research

This research was conducted in order to give theoretical and practical benefits.

1. Theoretical benefit are :

a. For Institutions

1) As reflection result to improve the quality of existing educational institutions,

including the teachers. If that media encourage the students’ achievement and

development in learning English.

2) It can be considered for applying in the world of educational institutions in

Indonesia as a solution to the existing problem of education.

b. For Science

1) References  to the repertoire of knowledge about teaching and learning

process.

2) As a reference material to media the delivery of content through the teaching

media, so that the process of teaching and learning to be effective and

efficient.

2. Practical benefit

a. For The Teacher

1) It can improve teaching  quality with teaching media.

2) The result of the research is expected to be useful reference for the English

language teaching for choosing best teaching media in English learning

process.

b. For Next Researchers



It can be used as a material consideration or further developed, as well as

references to similar research.

F. Definition of the Key Term

There were some key terms or terminology of this research,  they were

following:

1. Teaching Media

Teaching media is technology used in teaching and learning process by the teachers

to give the information from the teacher to student.15 According to AECT

(Association Of Educational And Communication Technology), media is anything

used to process information in teaching and learning process.16 In this research,

teaching media are tools or facility used by English teacher in teaching and learning

process. It includes radio, chart, graphics, image, e-learning, chart, poster, comic,

slides, film strips, cassette audio, magnetic recording equipment, film, video,

television, computer, language laboratory, infocus, or flashcard.

2. Favorite School

Favorite school higher (smart, good, goodness, strong, and soon) better than of

the other school.17 Definition of favorites school is school that better than other

schools, better from part of discipline, better behavor and quaity from teacher,

15 Rohani, Ahmad, Media instruktional Educative, (Jakarta : Rineka Cipta, 1997) P. 3
16 Ibid, Rohani, Ahmad, P. 2

17 Anonymous, 2015, Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, from http://Kbbi.web.id/media , access on
January 11th 2017 17:50



student, and achievement. According to hornby, favorite school is the school more

than other school.18

G. Organization of The Research

Systematic of this research is as follow: Chapter I introduction: in this chapter,

the research describes about background of the research, research questions, the object

of the research, the limitation of the research, the significance of the research, the

operational definition, and the organization of the research. Chapter II literature review:

in this chapter, the research describe about definition of teaching media, the position of

the media in the learning system, the benefits of teaching media, functions of teaching

media, objectives of the teaching media, the cornerstone of teaching media, various kind

of teaching media, and review of the related findings. Chapter III methodology of the

research: in this research, the researcher explains about kind of the research, the subject

of the research, technique for collecting the data, research instrument, and technique

analysis of the data. Chapter IV finding and discussion: in this research, the researcher

tells about what are the teaching media used and the role of the media teaching to

teacher, and explain about discussion the result of the research. Chapter V conclusion

and suggestion: in this chapter the researcher explain about conclusion from this

research and suggestion.

18 As Hornby, Oxford Advanced Learner Dictonary, (New York : Oxford University Press, 1987)
P. 425



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Review of the Related Theory

1. Definition of Teaching Media

Media is a tool that is used as a mediator or introduction to explore the information.

19 Media is a tool of teaching and learning process. Everything that can be used to

stimulate the mind, feeling, attention and ability or skills of learners to encourage the

learning process. These limits are broad and in-depth covering the understanding of

sources, environments, people and methods used for learning / training purposes.20 While

the broad sense such, activities which can create a condition, that allows students to get

new information.

According  to Brigg  the media is as objects that can be manipulated, viewed, heard,

read or discussed with instruments well used in teaching and learning activities can affect

the effectiveness of the instructional program it can be used to stimulate the mind,

feeling, attention and ability or skills of learners so as to encourage the learning process.

These limits are broad and in-depth covering the understanding of sources, environments,

people and methods used for learning / training purposes. 21 From these definitions can

be concluded that the sense of media is something that is channeling the message and can

19 Rostiana Sudyana, Media dan Alat peraga dalam Pembelajaran, (Bandung : alphabetha,
2013), P. 4

20 Ibid.
21 Ahmad Abdul Karim , Media Pembelajaran, (Makassar : Badan Penerbit Universitas Negri

Makassar, (2007), p. 78



MEDIA

METHOD

PURPOSE

EVALUATE

MATERIAL

stimulate the thoughts, feelings and the willingness of audio (students) so as to encourage

the learning process on learning

Learning is a process to acquire knowledge. It needs hard work and sometimes will

make students frustrated and get bored, so that they lose their attention to a lesson. In this

case, the use of media in teaching- learning process is needed to attract students’

attention and to make teaching- learning activities more interesting and also effective.

The use of media in teaching- learning process is not a new thing. Many teachers know

that media will be helpful. Media give students something new, but not all of teachers

know how to implement it correctly, so sometimes media disturb learning process instead

of helping students in learning process. This situation caused a problem.22 From the

quotation above in teaching and learning need  media for supporting learning process.

Then the teacher should use that media correctly based on the role for using of media.

2. The Position Of The Media In Learning System

The system is a totality that consists of a number of components or parts that are

interrelated and affect one another. These component include objectives, materials,

methods, media, and evaluations.23 That means, there were some commponent in

usingmedia in teaching. Each component is closely interconnected completely. To better

understand look at the picture below.

22 Ibid., p. 78-79
23 Ibid, p. 47



The component that influence each other as the objectives, materials,

method, media and evaluation. In order for the media needed achievement of

learning goals in accordance with the materials needed. Material relating to the

evaluation and the evaluation of influence on learning methods. So, between

these components had a strong relationship or interplay with each other. With the

used of media in accordance with the materials need, students would be more

effective learning process and achievement of learning goal. 24That means, that

component of using media give influence toward the material, method and

evaluation in teaching, it offers the different way than else, so give some

interesting for learning and teaching process.

It is a tool in the learning process is a reality that cannot be

denied. Because it is the teacher who wants it to assist the teacher's duty in

conveying messages from the lesson material given by the teacher to the

students. Teachers realize that without the aid of the media then the learning

materials are difficult to digest and understood by every student, especially

complicated or complex subject matter.25 It can be concluded the media is an

instrument for  learning process. It also help teacher in teaching for explain the

material at classroom. Then, the teacher had difficulties in explained some

subject matter completely.

3. The Benefit Of Teaching Media

24 Ibid., p. 79
25 Ibid.



By using media in teaching, students’ improvement can be seen clearly. Ida said

that the learning result is different when she used media to teach or not. The use of

media leads students to learn by doing. In other word we can say that in learning by

doing process, students improve themselves from know nothing to know something,

from know something to understand the concept. When students use media in learning

then they will had the experience of learning and directly involve in the learning process.

It makes what they had acquired will be saved in their long- term memory. 26 That

means, teaching media is a tool used by teachers when teaching to help clarify the

subject matter presented to students, and prevent the occurrence of verbal self-student.

Teaching is much use of verbal, would be boring, instead of teaching would be more

interesting if the students delighted in learning, or pleased because he felt attracted to

and understand the lessons he received. Thus, learning activities will be more effective.

Effective learning must begin from direct experience or experience in the

concrete and toward a more abstract experience. Learning will be more effective if

assisted with the props in teaching than in unassisted with a teaching tool. In order for

teaching and learning process can work well, students should be encouraged to utilize all

the tools senses. The teacher tried to show the stimulus (stimulus), which can be

processed in many senses. The more sensing devices used to receive and process

information, the more likely the information is understandable and can be maintained in

memory.

The use of teaching media in teaching and learning can generate new desires

and interests, to encourage motivation and stimulation and learning activities, and even

26 Azhar Arsyad, Loc.Cit,, p. 21



brought a psychological influences on students. Thus, students are expected to be able to

receive and absorb easily and good messages in the material presented. To take

advantage of all sense organ senses in learning activities needed stimulus (stimulus).

While such stimuli can real with the use of visual aids in education. Figure in teaching

can be called by the media of instruction.

This is confirmed by Arsyad said that, the main principle that must be

considered in the use of media in every teaching and learning activities is that the media

used and directed to facilitate students learn in an effort to understand the subject

matter. Thus the use of media should be viewed from the point of student needs. This

needs to be emphasized because often the media is prepared only seen from the point of

student needs.27 Teachers are required to use tools that could be provided by the school,

did not rule out that such instruments in accordance with the developments and demands

of the times. Teachers must be able to use cheap and efficient tool that is simple and

unpretentious though it is a necessity in order to achieve the expected objectives of

teaching

For that in using the medium of teaching teachers should had sufficient

knowledge and understanding about the medium of teaching, there were some benefit

for using media in teaching English   for example:

a. With  the medium of teaching students to learn will be more concrete and not

verbal,

b. students had more motivation in learning, because the medium of teaching, learning

activities will more attractive,

27 Arsyad , Loc.cit., p. 56



c. It  is more varied learning activities

d. Students can conduct learning activities themselves faced with teaching media,

e. With the medium of teaching and learning activities of students would be more

ideas students bring to everyday life.

f. Teaching is more interesting, because the clarity and message, appeal an arbitrary

image can lead students to analyze and think, all of which indicate that the media

has the aspects of motivation and increase student interest in learning

g. During the progress of teaching and learning activities, learning more interactive

and interesting, because time teaching requires only a short time in delivering the

lesson content of the messages in sufficient quantity and students can absorb many

contents in an optimal learning.

h. With the use of teaching media in teaching and learning activities on students, tasks

and roles of teachers towards a more positive change. That means loads of teachers

to explain the repeated lessons about the content can be reduced and even

eliminated so that teachers can concentrate on other important aspects in teaching

and learning28

That means, there were some benefits for using media in teaching English    for

example: more concrete and not verbal, motivation in learning, it  is more varied

learning activities, more ideas students bring to everyday life,  more interactive and

interesting

4. Function Of Teaching Media

28 Ibid, P. 24



Teaching media used in order to improve or enhance the quality of teaching and

learning process. The used of teaching media in teaching and learning process is

strongly recommended. By the various of functions teaching media to improving the

quality of learning. media is important and it is impossible to coordinate teaching with

learning without using media. Media are flexible because they can be used for all level

of students and in all subjects. Teaching media also can encourage students to take more

responsibility for and control over their own learning, engage in joint planning of the

syllabus, and take longer-term perspectives on their own learning.

In short, the function of teaching media to improve the quality of the learning

process. The quality of student learning seen from direct experience (concrete).

According to Sadiman S. Functions of teaching media, namely:

1. Capturing an Object or Specific Events

Important events or complete objects can be immortalized with photos,

film or recorded through video or audio, and then the event is stored and

can be used whenever necessary. Teachers can explain the process of the

occurrence of a rare solar eclipse through video recordings.29 That mean,

the capturing covered photos film and some recording, it give some

advantages for learning to explain the material.

2. Manipulating Circumstances, Events, or Specific Objects

Through instructional media, teachers can present abstract lesson

material to be concrete so it is easy to understand and can eliminate

29 Sadiman S. Arief, dkk.1984. Media Pendidikan Pengertian, Pengembangan, dan
pemanfaatannya. Jakarta: PT Raja Grafindo Persada. 1984), p. 67



verbalism. Suppose to convey the lesson material about the circulatory

system in humans, can be presented through film. In addition, learning

media can also help display objects that are too large that may not be

displayed in the classroom. 30 it can be said that, the learning media can

display a process or movement that is too fast that is difficult to follow,

such as the movement of the car, the movement of the aircraft, the

movements of runners and so forth.

3. Increase Passion and Motivation Student Learning

The use of media can increase students 'learning motivation so that

students' attention to learning materials can be improved. For example,

before explaining the subject matter about pollution, in order to attract

students' attention to the topic.31 It can be conclued  the using media can

improve the students’ motivation in leaning process. Because the

learning be served on some various method in explaining material.

4. Learning Media Has Practical Value

Learning media has practical value as follows: First, the media can

solve students’ limited experience. Second, the media can overcome the

limits of the classroom. This is primarily to present learning materials

that are difficult to comprehend directly by the participants. In this

condition the media can work to: 1) Displays objects that are too large to

30 Ibid.,  p. 68
31 Ibid.



carry into the class, 2) Enlarge and clarify objects that are too small that

are hard to see by the naked eye, such as blood grains cells / bacterial

molecules and so on. 3) Accelerate the movement of a movement

process that is too slow so it can be seen in quick time, 4) Slows down

the movement process too quickly. Third, the media can allow for direct

interaction between participants with the environment. Fourth, the media

can produce uniformity observation Fifth, the media can instill basic

concepts true, real, and right. Sixth, the media can be motivating and

stimulating participants to study well Seventh, the media can arouse

desire and interest in new, Eighth, the media can control the student's

pace. Ninth, the media can provide a comprehensive experience of things

that are concrete to the abstract.32 So, there were praticall values of using

media in teaching. It aimed to pprogress the teaching media using

process.

5. The Role Of Teaching Media

The role of the teaching media in teaching and learning process based on the same

expert according  to Derek Rowntree, the role of the teaching media :

a) Motivation.

b) Repeat what they had learned.

c) Provide learning stimulus.

32 Ibid.,  p. 67



d) Provide feedback immediately.33

That means, there were some role in using teaching media such as, the media should

had motivated students in learning, repetition material, by using media also can

stimulated students’ for learning at class. The last it has good feedback more than

without teaching media.

Aditionally, Hamalik stated that the teaching media can to improve achieve of the

purpose the materials.34in addition, according to Brown the role of teaching media can

influence the effectiveness of teaching and learning process.35Januszewki and Molenda

stated that teaching media to facilitate of  the teaching and learning process.36according

to Scramm, the benefit of technology to easier the find out of the materials.37Brigg stated

that by teaching media to stimulate students to learn.38

Based on the opinion of the role teaching media, there researcher concluded the role

of teaching media generally had an outline and the purpose in learning process, teaching

media is one important component and has a great influence in the  learning process.

And to increase of effective and efficient in teaching and learning process.

6. Kind of Teaching Media

There were so many instructional media are used in teaching that starting from

the simplest or cheapest ones to the most complex ones, without the need of the

electricity, up to the most expensive ones which needed the electricity. Brown, James,

states that there were six kinds of media;

33 Ahmad Rohani, Media Instruktional Edukatif, (Jakarta : Rineka Cipta, 1997) P. 7-8
34 Azhar, Arsyad, loc.Cit., P. 2
35 Anonymous, 2016, The Importance of Media in the classroom, p. 3
36 Azhar, Arsyad, Loc.Cit. , P. 8
37 Rudi, Susilana, Loc.Cit.,  p. 5
38 Ibid



a. Drawing or teacher mode drawings. This media can be constructed and

supported the topic which is being taught. The teacher can prepare it at

home and apply it easily in the class to achieve the goals of the teaching and

learning process. There were some way to used the drawing. They were

following:

1) Teacher prepares media drawing.

2) Teacher bring in a class drawing media.

3) Teacher explains the theme description and explain it .

4) Teacher provide sfeedback.

b. Still pictures. This media can be shown into the real objects or the events of

outside the class. A still picture is a record or a copy of a real object or

event which may be longer or smaller than the real object or events, for

examples: photograph, bulletin board material, brochure, etc.

1) Teacher prepares media still pictures (examples) .

2) Teacher bring in a class still pictures media.

3) Teacher explains the theme description and explain still pictures.

4) Teachers provide feedback.

c. Audio recording. Recording is a mode of magnetic, on disc, or on motion

picture soundtracks. This is the reproduction of actual event of sound

effects. Sound is presented in the sequence in which they actually happen

unless the recording is edited. Audio recording may be used individually or

displayed directly to the audience.



d. Motion picture and TV. A motion picture or video tape recording is a

moving image on color or black and white produced from live action or

from graphic presentation. Objects or events may be in normal motion and

edited for abbreviating or high lighting. It can be silent or having sound. All

types of audio-video electronic system can be appeared on a cathode ray

tube or TV monitor.39

1) Teacher prepares the video based on the  materials need.

2) Teacher plays rhe video, and explain the theme of explanation text and

explain of the TV.

3) Feedback. The teachers give exercise to students in the end of teaching

e. Real object, simulation and models

This category includes people, events, objects and demonstration. Real

objects as contrasted with other media are not substituted by the artificial

objects or events. They are, in fact, life, often in its natural setting. There

were countless real objects in the immediate community. As long as they

are readily and economically available, use them. Simulation is the

replication of real situation which has been designed to be as near actual

events or process as possible. A model is a replica or reality. It is often in

scale and may be in miniature, exact side or an enlargement.

1) Teacher uses real object for purposes of teaching specific.

39 Brown, James, W., Lewis, Richard, B., Harcleroad, Fred, F. Audio Visual Instruction :
Techniques, Media, and Methods,  (New York: Mc Graw-Hill, Inc, 1977), p. 46.



2) Blending in real object to a lesson.

3) Using picture affective.

4) Reduce the addition of the words in the picture.

5) Encourage creative expression.

6) Evaluate the progress of the class.

7) Using picture in the class room.

8) Teacher let student to read the picture

f. Programmed and computer-assisted instruction

Programs example of a computer-assisted instruction. are sequences of

information which are designed to elicit predetermined response. The most

common examples are programmed text books or instructional programs

prepared for computers.40 There were also visual media that can be effectively

used by teachers in the classroom. Those media are as follows :

1) Switch on the Computer

2) Press the power button to turn on the cpu.

3) Start to operate an application.

g. Chart, poster and cartoon.

Chart is a drawing which shows information in the form of a diagram, a map of the sea,

or the sky, etc. Poster is a large printed picture or notice in a public place, often used to

advertise something. All the above media can be used in four language skills ; listening,

writing, reading, and writing in teaching and learning process. The using chart were

following:

40 Ibid.



1) Put the plans for a part on a size 21x27 cm or more.

2) Keep a simple chart, the good chart, the good chart is a chart that can present the

main ideas or comparison and had impressive views.

3) Make the chart large enough to be easily seen and can be read from any direction.

4) Make a chart as attractive as possible, use a contrasting color and fill the empty

space.

5) The main contrast by way of using letters and pictures are dark on light

background, or vice versa, as well as the note charts are essential to enjoy.

6) Use color if necessary and do not over do it, and keep it harmonious colors.

7) Keep a space overall.

8) When the planning is complete, make a sketch using pencil on the chart are then

equipped.

Poster is a large printed picture or notice in a public place, often used to advertise

something. Then, the using of poster were following:

1) Teacher prepares posters that match the theme of learning.

2) Teacher brought in a  class poster  media.

3) Teacher explains the theme of  the text description and explain poster.

4) Teachers provide feedback

Cartoon is a funny drawing especially one in a newspaper or a magazine that

makes a joke about current events. The using were following:

1) The teacher explains the material core of descriptive text, after the teacher showed

a cartoon.



2) Students   were asked to discuss the above cartoon images. And so on until the

closing.

3) After which teachers are doing some feedback

h. Over Head Projector (OHP) Overhead projector is very useful for large classes.

Teachers can face the class freely. Teaching by using an OHP is less messy than

using chalk. Material can be prepared before the hand on the transparency.

Presenting material on the OHP allows to face the learners all the time and

provides the learners with a common focus of attention.41 The using were

following:

1) Note the study rooms, laid out in order to enable the use of OHP.

2) Check the source voltage of electricity and adjust the voltage to the equipment to be

used.

3) Use the screen ( a display ) when there, but can also be projected onto the walls of

the classroom

4) OHP connect with the power source.

5) Press the ON/OFF switch to the ON position.

6) Place the transparency in the correct position ( to the stage

7) Adjust the focus OHP so that the images or text clearly visible.

8) Use OHP according to the needs and capacity of its own OHP

i. LCD Projector

LCD stands for Liquid Crystal Display. It is similar with an OHP. It must

be connected to the computer to display teaching materials to learners. And

41 Ibid.



nowadays LCDs are more popular than OHPs for presentation or for teaching

because they are more practice and efficient.42 The using were following:

1) Infocus connect teachers to laptop.

2) Teacher explains the material delivered via LCD

3) Teacher gives feedback

j. Radio

According to Jensen, interactive abstracts learning that includes the use of

various media such as the  internet, radio, distance learning can increase students

motivation.43 Media is also able to stimulate the active participation of the

listener. The first thing to note when the radio is used, place and conditions of

reception should be mutually supportive. Then activities under taken by teachers,

then teacher feedback activities, teachers integrate knowledge by using the radio.

The using were following:

1) Teacher uses note about the use of time when the radio is used.

2) The place and conditions of reception should be mutually supportive.

3) A preparatory step

4) Teachers participated listening carefully

5) While   students’ activities is to make s note of the items that are considered

important

42 Ibid.
43 Anonymous, 2016, the importance of Media in the classroom, p. 3



6) Teacher make inquiries the questions, following the demonstration, held asperses,

write words or certain sentence.

7) teachers integrate knowledge previously obtained with the newly acquired via radio

B. Review of The Related Findings

There were several studies that had examined related to teaching media included

the first of result, by Arti Ilupsa  has done the research about “the effect

implementing pre-reading activities by using picture toward students’ reading

comprehension achievement at the second year of SMP N 6 Curup” she has

interested to find out improve students’ achievement at SMP 6 Curup. The method

of this research using experiment method. The result of this thesis that picture can to

improving students’ achievement.44The result of the Iluspa’s thesis is the effect

implementing pre-reading activities by using picture toward students’ reading

comprehension achievement and explained the effect of picture media to improve

students’ achievement. The difference of this research, the researcher explained the

teaching media used and the role of teaching media to English teacher

The  second by Ririn Adriani has done the research about “The Effectiveness of

Movie Toward The Student Vocabulary Achevement at SMP 3 Tebat Karai

Kepahiang“ . She found the indicate vidio/movie can improve the students ability in

44 Arti iluspa,2008, the effect implementing pre-reading activies by using picture toward
students’ reading comphension achievement at the second year of smp n 5 curup. Thesis stain curup



vocabulary technique. Compred with conventional technique , the student’

vocabulary achievement in experimental class where the result of calculation equal

to 20,25. In experimental class students had score at pre-test was maximal result 75,

this bigger influence to improve students’ ability in vocabulary. In conventional

class student, had score at pre-test maximal 70 and minimal result 30, posttest

maximal result 75 and minimal result 25. And the result is teaching using media

movie can to improving student achievement in learning vocabulary.45

The result of first previous study using media in teaching reading

comprehension, it focused on students achievement in reading comprehension. It

was present on experiment research.

Furthermore, second previous study discussed about teaching vocabularies by

using Movies media. It was focused on vocabularies side. It was presented on

experiment research too. However, this study is different from the previous studies

above. It focus on media used by the English teacher of the Three favorite school at

Rejang lebong such as : SMPN 1 Rejang Lebong, SMPN 2 Rejang Lebong and

SMPN 5 Rejang Lebong.

45 Ririn driani, 2007, the effectiveness of using movie toward the students vocabulary
achievement thesis of stain curup. P. 49



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

A. Kind Of The Research

In this research, the researcher used a descriptive that where presents in

qualitative method. According to Arikunto, descriptive research was a research used

to explain or describe the real condition.46 In addition descriptive research was a

research method that seek to describe and interpret the objet in accordance with what

it was.47 Whitney stated that descriptive method was a fact-finding with the correct

interpretation.48In this research, the researcher used a descriptive research. Because,

the research focused on the results in the field, and explained the appropriate field of

the research.

According to Sandelowski, stated qualitative descriptive research: should be

seen as a categorical. As opposed to a non-categorical, alternative for inquiry.49The

researcher used descriptive that were presented in ways qualitative research. The

researcher focused on result and explain the appropriate in the field.

46Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktek, (Jakarta:Rineka Cipta,
1993), P. 12

47 Nur Fatimah, Penelitian Descriptif, From : Http://Nurfatimahdaulay18.com Acces On March
10th 2017.20.34

48 Oka Wisnaya, Pengertian Dan Jenis Metode Descriptif, From : Http://Idtesis.com/metode-
descriptif/, Accesson March10th 2017.20.41

49 Lambert Vickie A, and Clinton E. Lambert, 2012, Qualitative Descriptive Research: An Accep
table design. Pacific Rim International Journal Of Nursing research, P. 255-256



B. Subject Of the research

Population was the generalization region consisting of: object/subject that has

certain qualities and characteristics defined by the researchers to learn and then

drawn conclusions.50 In this research, the population was favorite Senior High

schools in Rejang Lebong District and English teacher. The sample was part of the

number and characteristics possessed by this population.51 The sample of this

research, SMPN 1 Rejang Lebong, SMPN 2 Rejang Lebong, and SMPN 5 Rejang

Lebong and the english teacher that used the teaching media in learning process. It

had six English teachers in favorite Junior high schools in Rejang Lebong district

because the six English teachers used of the teaching media in teaching and learning

process. The researcher used purposive sampling. Purposive sampling referred to as

judgment sampling, is the process of selecting a sample that is believed to be

representative of a given population.52 According to gay purposive, sampling the

process of selecting a sample is believed to be representative of a given population

and it was called judgment sampling.53

C. Technique For Collecting The Data

50 Sugiyono, Metode Penelitian (pendekatan kuantitatif, kualitatif dan R&D).
(Bandung:Alfabeta,2012), P. 117

51 Ibid. P. 11
52 L.R. Gay, Educational Research Pdf, P. VII
53Ibid. L. R. Gay, P. 269



The researcher would investigate teaching media used in favorite Junior high

schools, the techniques  for collect the data were observation and interview. For the

answer the first research question, the researcher used observation and for to the

answer the second research question, the researcher used interview. After the data is

complete, and the last the researcher to analysis.

1. Observation

Observation technique used to observe learning process in the classroom.

According to Nasution, observation is the basis of all science. Besides,

according to Marshall, through observation, researcher learns about behavior

and the meaning attached to review that behavior.54 The researcher learn about

the behavior, and the meaning of such behavior. From some opinions, it can be

concluded observation is the basis of all science knowledge, through

observation, the research are learning about the behavior, and the meaning of

such behavior.

Sanafiah Faisal stated that kinds of observation, participant observation, overt

and covert observation, and unstructured observation.55 In this research, the

researcher used the observation passive participation. Passive participation

means the research is present at action but does not interact or participate.56 In

this research, the research used the observation stage. According to spradley, the

54 Sugiyono, Loc.Cit, P. 310
55 Iibd, P. 310
56 Iibd, P. 312



stages of observation are descriptive observation, focused observation and

selective observation.

2. Interview

Interview technique used for interviewing the teachers used learning media in

learning process. The researcher had interview to the teacher after learning

process in the classroom. According to Westerberg, interview was a meeting of

two persons to exchange information and ideas through question and responses,

the result in communication and construction of meaning about a particular

topic.57

Besides, Susan Steinbeck, interviewing provided the research mean to gain a

deeper understanding of the how the participant interpret a situation or

phenomenon than could be gained through observation alone.58 Furthermore,

Westerberg, interviewing was at the heart of social research. it would find that

much of social research is based on interviews, either standardized or more in-

depth.59 In Qualitative research, primary data collection techniques were

observation and interview. In practice, both methods could be used together,

meaning that while the interview also make observations or otherwise.

57Ibid., p. 317
58 Ibid., p. 317
59Ibid., p. 318-319



According to Westerberg, some kinds of interview, the structured interview,

semi-structured, and unstructured.60 In this research, the research used a

structured interview. According to David Dunan, structured interview was in the

most formal type, the structured interview the agenda is totally predetermined by

the research, who work through a list of set question in predetermined order.61

Researcher had set up research instrument in the form of question.

D. Research Instrument

1. Checklist

There were some indicators which had some sub indicators which could applied

on item of the research. When some indicators had criteria in using media observer give

checklist on the column, “yes” category but if it is not implemented observer would give

checklist code in “no” category. In addition, the last column is field note. It was

following:

Table 3.1

Check list Observation

No Variable Indicators Sub

indicator

Statements Categories Note

Yes No

60Ibid., p. 319
61David Dunan, Research Methods in Language Learning, (New York: Combridge University

press, 1992), P. 149



1 Types

media

a. Graphic

Media

Diagram 1) Teacher prepares media

diagram.

2) Teacher brings diagram

into class

3) Teacher explains the theme

description and explain

diagrams.

4) Teacher provides give a

feedback .

Graph 9) Teacher prepares graph.

10) Teacher brings graph into

class

11) Teacher explains the theme

description and explain

diagrams.

12) Teacher provides give a

feedback

Poster 1) Teacher prepares posters

that match the theme of

learning.

2) Teacher brings   class

poster  into  class

3) Teacher explains the theme

of  the text description and

explain the  poster.



4) Teacher provides give a

feedback

Cartoon 1) Teacher   explains the

material (descriptive text),

and he showing the cartoon.

2) Teacher asks students

discuss  the cartoon images

and so on until the closing.

3) After which Teacher are

doing some give a feedback

Comic 1) Teacher  distributes the

comic to student.

2) Teacher  divides the

students into several groups

3) Students discuss the

character, nature and the

message contained in the

comics the reads.

4) Teacher  emphasize the

various stories

Image 1) Teacher uses  pictures for

purposes of teaching

specific.

2) Teacher uses picture

affective.



3) Teacher incorporates an

picture into the material

4) Teacher reduces some the

words in the picture.

5) Teacher encourages

creative expression.

6) Teacher evaluates the

progress of the class.

7) Teacher lets student to read

the picture

Chart 1) Teacher puts a chart

2) Teacher keeps the simple

chart

3) Teacher presents an

attractive chart

Flashcard 1) Teacher divides  students

into several groups.

2) Teacher brings a card

containing encrypted image

3) Teacher asks each group to

pay attention the images

4) Teacher asks students to tell

the image.

5) Arranging and

simultaneously read.



6) Teacher invites comments

from other groups.

7) Teacher gives the highest

point to the fastest and

correct group

8) Teacher gives  appreciation

of each student’s work.

9) Teacher  gives  feedback

Visual Two-

dimentional

Overhead

projector

1) Teacher makes sure that the

classroom enable to use

OHP

2) Check the source  voltage

of electricity and adjust the

voltage to the equipment to

be used.

3) Use the screen ( a display )

when there, but can also be

projected onto the walls of

the classroom

Slide ( film

frame )

1) Teacher prepares the class

2) Teacher controls the

equipment for presentation

3) Teacher encourages the

students to participate

actively.



4) Teacher gives the feedback

Filmstrip (

film rope )

1) Teacher prepares the class

2) Teacher controls the

equipment for presentation,

film are arranged regularly

lest there is conjunction in

its use

3) Teacher encourages the

students to participant

actively

4) Teacher gives the feedback

LCD (

Liquid

Crystal

Display )

1) Teacher explains the

material delivered via LCD.

2) Teacher gives feedback

Audio Media Radio 1) Teacher asks the students to

make an important note

2) Teacher asks inquiries

question, demonstrates,

give apperception, write

words or certain sentences

3) Teacher integrates previous

material with new one.

Cassette – 1) Teacher asks the students to



Audio make an important note

2) Teacher asks inquiries

question, demonstrates,

give apperception, write

words or certain sentences

3) Teacher integrates previous

material with new one.

Audio-Visual

Media

Media

Audio

Visual

Motion

5) Teacher prepares the  media

of  visual motion

6) Teacher  explains about the

material

7) Teacher follows up the

activities

Film 1) Teacher chooses the right

film to achieve teaching

objectives expected.

2) Teacher prepares the class

3) Teacher plays a movie in

front of the class

4) Teacher asks some

questions related to the film

Video 1) Teacher prepares the video

2) Teacher plays the video,

and explain the theme of

explanation text



3) Teacher gives some

questions

Television(

TV)

4) Teacher  prepares he video

based on the  materials

need.

5) Teacher plays the video,

and explain the theme of

explanation text

6) Follow up. Teacher gives

some questions

Computer 1) Teacher turn on the

computers

2) Teacher operates it

3) Start to operate an

application.

2. Interview Guide

The researcher might had interview guidance to indicate what questions were

asked, in what and how much additional prompting or probably was permitted.62

Reseacher  used an interview guide consisting the media used by the English

teacher.

62 Catherine Dawson. 2002. Practical Research Methods. Cromwell Press. Withlshire. P.14



Table 3.9

Interview Guideline Format

No Variable Indicators Sub indicator Questions

1 Types media b. Graphic

Media

Diagram 1. Do you use diagram as your

teaching media?

2. How do you use it in teaching

English?

3. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Graph 4. Do you use graph as your teaching

media?

5. How do you use it in teaching

English?

6. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Poster 7. Do you use poster as your teaching

media?

8. How do you use it in teaching

English?

9. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Cartoon 10. Do you use cartoon as your teaching



media?

11. How do you use it in teaching

English?

12. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Comic 13. Do you use comic as your teaching

media?

14. How do you use it in teaching

English?

15. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Image 16. Do you use image as your teaching

media?

17. How do you use it in teaching

English?

18. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Chart 19. Do you use chart as your teaching

media?

20. How do you use it in teaching

English?

21. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Flashcard 22. Do you use flashcard as your

teaching media?



23. How do you use it in teaching

English?

24. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Visual Two-

dimentional

Overhead

projector

25. Do you use overhead projectors as

your teaching media?

26. How do you use it in teaching

English?

27. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Slide ( film

frame )

28. Do you use slide as your teaching

media?

29. How do you use it in teaching

English?

30. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Filmstrip ( film

rope )

31. Do you use filmstrip as your

teaching media?

32. How do you use it in teaching

English?

33. What skills are focused on using

this media?

LCD ( Liquid

Crystal Display

)

34. Do you use LCD as your teaching

media?

35. How do you use it in teaching



English?

36. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Audio Media Radio 37. Do you use radio as your teaching

media?

38. How do you use it in teaching

English?

39. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Cassette –

Audio

40. Do you use cassette audio as your

teaching media?

41. How do you use it in teaching

English?

42. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Audio-Visual

Media

Media Audio

Visual Motion

43. Do you use media audio Visual

motion as your teaching media?

44. How do you use it in teaching

English?

45. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Film 46. Do you use film as your teaching

media?

47. How do you use it in teaching

English?



48. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Video 49. Do you use video as your teaching

media?

50. How do you use it in teaching

English?

51. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Television(TV) 52. Do you use TV as your teaching

media?

53. How do you use it in teaching

English?

54. What skills are focused on using

this media?

Computer 55. Do you use computer as your

teaching media?

56. How do you use it in teaching

English?

57. What skills are focused on using

this media?



E. Technique Of Data Analysis

Technique analysis data by Miles and Huberman

1. Data Reduction. Data reduction was the conclusion or describing the main idea, just

focused on the important the data

2. Data Display. After the data reduction, and next technique is data display. In the

data display of the data by used the table, chart, flowchart, and so on

3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification. This was the last step analysis of the data

qualitative according to Miles and Huberman is to make the conclusion of the

research for the answer research question.63

Technique analysis data has been modified by Miles and Huberman.

First, technique annals is data reduction describing the teaching media

used in favorite senior high schools in Rejang Lebong distric and how the

English teacher used of the teaching media.

Second, the technique analysis is data display. After the data reduction,

and next technique is data display. After data is described, then the next step is to

classify the data, researchers to classified the media that always used in teaching

and learning process

The last technique, conclusion drawing/verification. This is the last step

analysis of the data qualitative according to Miles and Huberman is to make the

conclusion of the research for the answer research question.

63Ibid, P. 337



CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

A. Finding

The researcher choosed  favorite Junior High schools, in this research because

the data of the Dinas Pendidikan (DINAS) Rejang Lebong district, the schools are

the categorized as favorite, there were SMPN 1 Curup Kota, SMPN 2 Curup Kota,

SMPN 5 Rejang Lebong. The researcher choose Favorite Junior High school

because the favorite junior high school be a model to the school that not classify the

favorite school. Even English teacher are concluded effective teacher in teaching

English. The data had been gotten by using observation before and after that cross

check the checklist observation by using interview guideline.

3. The teaching media used in Junior high schools in Rejang Lebong District

For getting the information about the research issues, the researcher did

observation for 6 times.  It aimed for ensuring what the type of media used in

that school. For giving how intensive course about the media used by the

teachers. The  teachers had different activities in teaching English  at classroom.

It was following:
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Table 4.1
Types of media used in SMPN 05 Sukowati Curup

No Institutions Teacher Types of Media

1 SMPN 05 Sukowati A Poster, cartoon, images,
flashcard, slide (film frame),
film strip (Film rope),
cassettes-audio, film

B
Film strip (Film rope),
cassettes-audio, film, language
laboratory and video

2 SMPN 01 Curup
Kota

A Poster, cartoon, images, LCD,
cassettes-audio, language
laboratory and computers

B Poster, cartoon, images, LCD,
cassettes-audio, language
laboratory and computers

3 SMPN 02 Rejang
Lebong

A Poster, cartoon, images, charts
flashcard, slide (film frame),
LCD, language laboratory and
computers

B Poster, cartoon, images, charts
flashcard, slide (film frame),
LCD, language laboratory and
computers

Based on the description on  table above, at SMPN 05 Sukowati  teacher

A used some media such as Poster, cartoon, images, flashcard, slide (film frame),

film strip (Film rope), cassettes-audio, film. Then, teacher B used  Film strip

(Film rope), cassettes-audio, film, language laboratory and video. In SMPN 01

Curup Kota  teacher A used media for example: Poster, cartoon, images, LCD,

cassettes-audio, language laboratory and computers. Teacher B used Poster,

cartoon, images, LCD, cassettes-audio, language laboratory and computers. In
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SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong  teacher A used  Poster, cartoon, images, charts

flashcard, slide (film frame), LCD, language laboratory and computers. Teacher

B used  Poster, cartoon, images, charts flashcard, slide (film frame), LCD,

language laboratory and computers

4. The implantation of  the teaching media in favorite Junior high school in Rejang

Lebong District.

For getting information about the implementation of  using media by teacher.

Researcher did crosscheck data  by interview guideline.  It used for ensuring how they

implemented the type of media.. The teachers had different activities in teaching English

at classroom.   It was following:

Table 4.2
Implementation of media Types in  SMPN 05 Sukowati Curup

No
Types of
Media

Sub indicator implementation

1 c. Graphic
Media

Poster 5) Teacher prepared posters that match the
theme of learning.

6) Teacher brought poster media on classroom.
7) Teacher explained the theme of the text

description and explain poster.
8) Teacher provided feedback

Cartoon 4) The teacher explained the material core of
descriptive text, after the teacher showed a
cartoon.

5) Student  was asked to discuss the above
cartoon images. And so on until the closing.

6) After which teachers are doing some
feedback
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Image 8) Teacher used image for purposes of teaching
specific.

9) Blending images to a lesson.
10) Using picture affective.
11) Reduce the addition of the words in the

picture.
12) Encourage creative expression.
13) Evaluate the progress of the class.
14) Using picture in the class room.
15) Teacher let student to read the picture

Flashcard 10) Students are divided into several groups.
11) A card that contains encrypted image.
12) Members of the group together looking at the

images correctly.
13) Having examined properly student should be

able to tell an existing image and set it apart
by looking at the card as reminder media
(flashcard).

14) Each picture tells a group race.
15) Have one person in charge of  a group to

explain the results.
16) Arranging and simultaneously read.
17) Then invite comments from other groups.
18) The group that most quickly and correctly

would earn the highest points.
19) Gave  appreciation of each student’s work.
20) Perform clarification, inference, and

feedback
Visual Two-
dimentional

Slide ( film frame ) 5) A preparatory step, the lesson should be
structured as a unit, after it was been chosen
to match the material.

6) Preparing a class, the class should be
prepared towards the use of slide.

7) Preparing equipment for the presentation,
slides or films are arranged regularly lest
there is congestion in its use.

8) Presentation, students participated actively
during the presentation.

9) Feedback , feedback  activities of the
material that has been presented.

10) Use the right teaching media

Filmstrip ( film 1) A preparatory step, the lesson should be
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rope ) structured as a unit, after it was been chosen
to match the material.

2) Preparing a class, the class should be
prepared towards the use of filmstrip.

3) Preparing equipment for the presentation,
films are arranged regularly lest there is
congestion in its use.

4) Presentation, students participated actively
during the presentation.

5) Feedback , feedback  activities of the
material that has been presented.

6) Use the right teaching media
LCD ( Liquid
Crystal Display )

3) Infocus connect teachers to laptop.
4) Teacher explained the material delivered via

LCD.
5) Teachers gave feedback

Audio
Media

Cassette – Audio 4) Teacher used note is about the use of time
when the cassette Audio is used.

5) The place and conditions of reception should
be mutually supportive.

6) Teachers participated listening carefully
7) while students’ activities is to make s note

of the items that are considered important
8) teachers integrate knowledge previously

obtained with the newly acquired via cassette
Audio

Audio-
Visual
Media

Film 5) Teacher choosing the right film to achieve
teaching objectives expected.

6) Preparing class.
7) Step presentation, teachers play a movie in

front of the class.
8) Feedback  can be asked questions, if there

are errors can be done by the repeated
screening of the film

Video 4) Teacher preparing he video based on the
materials need.

5) Teachers played the video, and explain the
theme of explanation text and explain of the
video.

6) Feedback . The teachers gave exercise to
students in the end of teaching
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Language
laboratory

1) Teacher and students entering the language
laboratory space.

2) Teacher explained the material that would be
studied mainly listening class.

3) Teacher play the audio through earphones
that are on each student.

4) Teacher explained what was heard.
5) Teachers provided feedback  activities with

students

Based on the description on table above, in using Poster for example:  Teachers

prepared posters that match the theme of learning. Teacher brought poster media on

classroom. Teacher explained the theme of the text description and explain poster.

Teachers provided feedback . Cartoon : The teacher explained the material core of

descriptive text, after the teacher showed a cartoon, Then the student was asked to

discuss the above cartoon images,so on until the closing. After which teachers are doing

some feedback . Image. Teacher used image for purposes of teaching specific, blending

images to a lesson, using picture affective, reduce the addition of the words in the

picture, encourage creative expression, evaluate the progress of the class, using picture

in the class room.

Teacher let student to read the picture. Flashcard: Students are divided into

several groups, a card that contains encrypted image, members of the group together

looking at the images correctly, having examined properly student should be able to tell

an existing image and set it apart by looking at the card as reminder media (flashcard),

each picture tells a group race, have one person in charge of  a group to explain the

results, arranging and simultaneously read, invite comments from other groups, group

that most quickly and correctly would earn the highest points, Gave  appreciation of

each student’s work and Perform clarification, inference, and feedback .  Slide ( film
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frame ): A preparatory step, the lesson should be structured as a unit, after it was been

chosen to match the material. Preparing a class, the class should be prepared towards the

use of slide. Preparing equipment for the presentation, slides or films are arranged

regularly lest there is congestion in its use.  Presentation, students participated actively

during the presentation. Feedback , feedback  activities of the material that has been

presented. Use the right teaching media Filmstrip ( film rope ): A preparatory step, the

lesson should be structured as a unit, after it was been chosen to match the material.

Preparing a class, the class should be prepared towards the use of filmstrip. Preparing

equipment for the presentation, films are arranged regularly lest there is congestion in its

use. Presentation, students participated actively during the presentation. Feedback ,

feedback  activities of the material that has been presented. Use the right teaching media

LCD ( Liquid Crystal Display ): Infocus connect teachers to laptop. Teacher

explained the material delivered via LCD. Teachers gave feedback Teacher used note is

about the use of time when the cassette Audio is used. The place and conditions of

reception should be mutually supportive.  Teachers participated listening carefully

while students’ activities is to make s note of the items that are considered important,

teachers integrate knowledge previously obtained with the newly acquired via cassette

Audio. Film, Teacher choosing the right film to achieve teaching objectives expected:

Preparing class, Step presentation, teachers play a movie in front of the class. Feedback .

Can be asked questions, if there are errors can be done by the repeated screening of the

film Video : Teacher preparing he video based on the  materials need. Teachers played

the video, and explain the theme of explanation text and explain of the video. Feedback:

teachers gave exercise to students in the end of teaching. Teacher and students entering
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the language laboratory space. Teacher explained the material that would be studied

mainly listening class. Teacher play the audio through earphones that are on each

student. Teacher explained what was heard. Teachers provided feedback  activities with

students

Table 4.3
Implementation of T media Types in in  SMPN 1 Curup kota

No Types of
Media

Sub indicator

1 a. Graphic
Media

Poster 1) Teacher prepared posters that match the theme
of learning.

2) Teacher brought in a class poster media.
3) Teacher explained the theme of the text

description and explain poster.
4) Teachers provided feedback

Cartoon 1) The teacher explained the material core of
descriptive text, after the teacher showed a
cartoon.

2) Then the student  were asked to discuss the
above cartoon images. And so on until the
closing.

3) After which teachers are doing some feedback
Image 16) Teacher use image for purposes of teaching

specific.
17) Blending in images to a lesson.
18) Using picture affective.
19) Reduce the addition of the words in the picture.
20) Encourage creative expression.
21) Evaluate the progress of the class.
22) Using picture in the class room.
23) Teacher let student to read the picture
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2 Visual Two-
dimentional

LCD ( Liquid
Crystal Display
)

1) Infocus connect teachers to laptop.
2) Teacher explained the material delivered via

LCD.
3) Teachers gave feedback

Audio Media Cassette – Audio 1) Teacher used note is about the use of time when
the cassette Audio is used.

2) The place and conditions of reception should be
mutually supportive.

3) Teachers participated listening carefully
4) while students’ activities is to make s note of

the items that are considered important
5) teachers integrate knowledge previously

obtained with the newly acquired via cassette
Audio

Language
laboratory

1) Teacher and students entering the language
laboratory space.

2) Teacher explained the material that would be
studied mainly listening class.

3) Teacher play the audio through earphones that
are on each student.

4) Teacher explained what was heard.
9) Teachers provided feedback  activities with

students

Based on the description on table above, in using Poster for example:

Teachers prepared posters that match the theme of learning. Teacher brought poster

media on classroom. Teacher explained the theme of the text description and explain

poster. Teachers provided feedback . Cartoon : The teacher explained the material core

of descriptive text, after the teacher showed a cartoon, Then the student was asked to

discuss the above cartoon images. And so on until the closing. After which teachers are

doing some feedback . Image. Teacher used image for purposes of teaching specific,

blending images to a lesson, Preparing a class, the class should be prepared towards the

use of slide. Preparing equipment LCD ( Liquid Crystal Display ): Infocus connect

teachers to laptop. Teacher explained the material delivered via LCD. Teachers gave
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feedback  Teacher used note is about the use of time when the cassette Audio is used.

The place and conditions of reception should be mutually supportive.  Teachers

participated listening carefully  while students’ activities is to make s note of the items

that are considered important, teachers integrate knowledge previously obtained with the

newly acquired via cassette Audio

. Teacher and students entering the language laboratory space. Teacher explained the

material that would be studied mainly listening class. Teacher play the audio through

earphones that are on each student. Teacher explained what was heard. Teachers

provided feedback  activities with students

Table 4.4
Implementation of T media Types in  SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong

No
types of
Media

Sub indicator

1 a. Graphic
Media

Poster 1) Teacher explained the theme of  the text
description and explain poster.

2) Teachers provided feedback
Cartoon 1) The teacher explained the material core of

descriptive text, after the teacher showed a
cartoon.

2) Then the student was asked to discuss the
above cartoon images. And so on until the
closing.

3) After which teachers are doing some
feedback

Image 1) Teacher used image for purposes of
teaching specific.

2) Blending in images to a lesson.
3) Using picture affective.
4) Reduce the addition of the words in the

picture.
5) Encourage creative expression.
6) Evaluate the progress of the class.
7) Using picture in the classroom.
8) Teacher let student to read the picture
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Chart 4) Put the plans for a part on a size 21x27 cm
or more.

5) Keep a simple chart, the good chart, the
good chart is a chart that can present the
main ideas or comparison and had
impressive views.

6) Make the chart large enough to be easily
seen and can be read from any direction.

7) Make a chart as attractive as possible, use a
contrasting color and fill the empty space.

8) The main contrast by way of using letters
and pictures are dark on light background,
or vice versa, as well as the note charts are
essential to enjoy.

9) Use color if necessary and do not over do
it, and keep it harmonious colors.

10) Keep a space over all.
11) When the planning is complete, make a

sketch using pencil on the chart are then
equipped

Flashcard 1) Students are divided into several groups.
2) A card that contains encrypted image.
3) Members of the group together looking at

the images correctly.
4) Having examined properly student should

be able to tell an existing image and set it
apart by looking at the card as reminder
media (flashcard).

5) Each picture tells a group race.
6) Arranging and simultaneously read.
7) Then invite comments from other groups.
8) Gave  appreciation of each student’s work.
9) Perform clarification, inference, and

feedback
Visual Two-
dimentional

Slide ( film frame
)

1) Preparing a class, the class should be
prepared towards the use of slide.

2) Preparing equipment for the presentation,
slides or films are arranged regularly lest
there is congestion in its use.

3) Presentation, students participated actively
during the presentation.

4) Feedback , feedback  activities of the
material that has been presented.

5) Use the right teaching media
LCD ( Liquid
Crystal Display

6) Infocus connect teachers to laptop.
7) Teacher explained the material delivered
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) via LCD.
8) Teachers gave feedback

Audio Media Cassette – Audio 1) Teacher used note is about the use of time
when the cassete Audio is used.

2) The place and conditions of reception
should be mutually supportive.

3) Teachers participated listening carefully
4) while students’ activities is to make s note

of the items that are considered important
5) teachers integrate knowledge previously

obtained with the newly acquired via
cassette Audio

Language
laboratory

6) Teacher and students entering the language
laboratory space.

7) Teacher explained the material that would
be studied mainly listening class.

8) Teacher play the audio through earphones
that are on each student.

9) Teacher explained what was heard.
7) Teachers provided feedback  activities with

students
Computer 4) Teacher Switch on the Computer

5) Teacher Press the power button to turn on
the cpu.

6) Teacher start to operate an application.

Based on the description on  table above, in using Poster for example:  Teachers

prepared posters that match the theme of learning. Teacher brought poster media on

classroom. Teacher explained the theme of the text description and explain poster.

Teachers provided feedback

Cartoon : The teacher explained the material core of descriptive text, after the

teacher showed a cartoon, Then the student was asked to discuss the above cartoon

images. And so on until the closing. After which teachers are doing some feedback

Image. Teacher used image for purposes of teaching specific, blending

images to a lesson, Preparing a class, the class should be prepared towards the use of

slide. Preparing equipment LCD ( Liquid Crystal Display ): Infocus connect teachers to
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laptop. Teacher explained the material delivered via LCD. Teachers gave feedback

Teacher used note is about the use of time when the cassette Audio is used. The place

and conditions of reception should be mutually supportive.  Teachers participated

listening carefully  while students’ activities is to make s note of the items that are

considered important, teachers integrate knowledge previously obtained with the newly

acquired via cassette Audio

Film, Teacher choosing the right film to achieve teaching objectives expected:

Preparing class, Step presentation, teachers play a movie in front of the class. Feedback .

Can be asked questions, if there are errors can be done by the repeated screening of the

film Video : Teacher preparing he video based on the  materials need. Teachers played

the video, and explain the theme of explanation text and explain of the video. Feedback .

The teachers gave exercise to students in the end of teaching. Teacher and students

entering the language laboratory space. Teacher explained the material that would be

studied mainly listening class. Teacher play the audio through earphones that are on

each student. Teacher explained what was heard. Teachers provided feedback  activities

with student.

B. Discussion

1. The teaching media used in Junior high schools in Rejang Lebong District

The finding of the type of media used by the Favorite Junior high school at

Rejang Lebong. Such as in  SMPN 05 Sukowati used  Poster, cartoon, images,

flashcards, slide (film frame), film strip (Film rope), cassettes-audio, film, language

laboratory and video. Then, SMPN 01 Curup Kota Poster, cartoon, images, LCD,

cassettes-audio, language laboratory and computers as  medias in teaching English.
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Next, SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong  used media Poster, cartoon, images, charts flashcard,

slide (film frame), LCD, language laboratory and computers in teaching English.

Based on theories there were some types of media such asf irst, Graphic Media

such as Diagram, Graph, Poster, Cartoon, Comic, Image, Chart and Flashcard second,

Visual Two-dimensional such as Overhead projector, Slide ( film frame), Filmstrip (

film rope ) and LCD ( Liquid Crystal Display ). Third, In Audio Media for example:

Radio, Cassette – Audio. Fourth, Audio-Visual Mediator example: Media Audio Visual

Motion, Film , Video and Television(TV). Sixth, Language laboratory and last

Computer

From the finding and theories researcher can interpreted  the favorite school at

Rejang Lebong there were some media was not use by teacher although the facilities

were provided inn their school. Because the teacher had some difficulties to operate it.

There were some media were not used by them. If the teachers used various media in

teaching English, it would  increase the students achievement in learning English.

2. The implantation of  the teaching media in favorite Junior high schools in Rejang

Lebong District.

For crosscheck the data from observation, researcher did interview to the

teachers at every school. It aimed to gather more data about research issues. It was

display below:

a. Poster

Poster is a media used by the teacher in teaching English at favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was proven below:

“”yes I used it, I let students to bring a posters. It focused on speaking skill.
The students can describe the information orally from the posters”(See
Appendix 1 Data 1)
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It supposed by the teacher at SMPN 01 Curup Kota:

“For the seventh class, I did not use posters but for the eighth and ninth class
I used poster. The skills were based on the material for that meeting”64 (See
Appendix 2 Data 1)

Next, other teacher. It was explained below:

“I used posters for 8th and 7th class. Using posters based on the material
content,. For the skill I more focused in the writing and grammar aspect”65

(See Appendix 3 Data 1)

From the interview above it can be said that the teacher used posters as a

media in teaching English. The posters choose based on the material for that

meeting. There were some ways to used posters. It can  train some skill in English.

For example, it focused on the speaking skill. In this skill teacher let students speak

orally to explain the information from the posters.  It aimed to increase the students

speaking performance, the students may be still had little problem for finding the

vocabularies but the idea was helped from the posters.

Additionally, there is also teacher at SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong used poster for

engaging the students writing skill. From the poster (information) students should

write down about the information and the discussed about the grammar had been

used by the students in that writing.

As we know that poster is any piece of printed-paper designed to be attached to a

wall or vertical surface. Typically posters include both textual and graphic elements,

although a poster may be either wholly graphical or wholly text. According to

Brown, James, W Posters are designed to be both eye-catching and informative.

Posters may be used for many purposes. They are a frequent tool of advertisers

64 Teacher at SMPN 1 Curup Kota  12/08/2017
65 Teacher at SMPN 02  Rejang Lebong 30/08/2017
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(particularly of events, musicians and films), propagandists, protestors and other

groups trying to communicate a message. 66 Posters are also used for reproductions

of artwork, particularly famous works, and are generally low-cost compared to

original artwork.

b. Cartoon

Cartoon is a media used by the teacher in teaching English at  favorite school

at Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was proven below:

“I used Cartoon, some types of cartoon  can be used, it covered some skills
such as learn to make a bird pictures and let students to write down the steps
how to make it” (See Appendix 1 Data 2)

It was supported by the teacher at SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong:

“I often used cartoon in teaching English, such as teachers let students
arrange the words. It focused on grammatical aspect, it aimed to make
students  to easier to understand to arranging and pronounce the word, both
of skill writing and speaking.
(See Appendix 2 Data 2)

Then, the teacher SMPN 01 Curup Kota said :

“I used cartoon, it can be used on various material. Usually teacher used to
enrich students vocabularies” (See Appendix 3 Data 2)

So, teacher at SMPN 05 Sukowati used Cartoon, some types of cartoon  can

be used, it covered some skills. Students can find some word, in this way students

can learn about procedure text. Because after students make picture about cartoon

and students were let to make some steps. It was a contextual learning. Students

allowed to practice how to make something. It aimed in order students easier

understand about that information. According to Kinder, James S Cartoon is a

funny drawing especially one in a newspaper or a magazine that makes a joke about

66 Brown, James, W., Lewis, Richard, B., Harcleroad, Fred, F. Audio Visual Instruction :
Techniques, Media, and Methods,  (New York: Mc Graw-Hill, Inc, 1977), p. 46
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current events. All the above media can be used in four language skills ; listening,

writing, reading, and writing in teaching and learning process67

In SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong using cartoon. It focused on pronunciation and

grammatical aspect such as students arrange the words. It focused on grammatical

aspect, and arranging and pronounce the word, both of skill writing and speaking.

The finding were completed with the theories.

Then, the teacher SMPN 01 Curup Kota used cartoon, it can be used on

various material. Usually, teacher used to enrich students’ vocabularies. Therefore,

the students can find some words and find that meaning in dictionary or asking to

someone (friends or teacher)

c. Images

Image is a media used by the teacher in teaching English at  favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was proven below:

“Yes, I used images as media, it was more often to use. It was more
interesting skill but it depended of material” (See Appendix 1 Data 3)

It was supposed by the teacher at SMPN 1 Curup Kota:

Yes I used it, but the pictures based on the handbook, the skill  based on the
material or can covered some skills” (See Appendix 2 Data 3)

It was supposed by the teacher at SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong:

According to Brown  there some ways to use the cartoon such as the teacher

explained the material core of descriptive text, after the teacher showed a cartoon.

67 Kinder, James S. 1950. Audio-Visual. Materials & Techniques. New York: American Book
Company, p. 67
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Then students were asked to discuss the above cartoon images. And so on until the

closing. After which teachers are doing some feedback .  From the theories and

finding there were some similarities in using cartoon as a media were suitable or

balance it

d. Pictures

Next, at SMPN 1 Curup Kota using pictures based on the handbook, the skill

based on the material or can covered some skills. Because both of students and

teacher had handbook or LKS as supporting the learning process. Then in the hand

book there some images were had design based on the skill and material were

taught for that meeting.

“Yes, sometime I used based on the handbook (2013 Curriculum). It focused
on reading skill. When showed the pictures it had some written, teacher let
students to read the text, it aimed to make students more understand” (See
Appendix 3 Data 3)

In SMPN 05 Sukowati images is  a media more often used by the teacher. It

was more interesting skill but depend of material. For example if material topic

about transportation, so the pictures or image about transportation too.

Additionally, the teacher at SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong the images based on

the handbook (2013 Curriculum). It focused on reading skill. When show the

pictures it had some written, teacher-let students to read the text, it aimed to make

students more understand. Because in this curriculum material based on the text

material.

According to Kinder there were some way in using pictures. They were

following: Teachers prepare media pictures (examples) Teacher brought in a class

pictures media. Teachers explained the theme description and explain pictures.
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Teachers provided feedback.68 From the finding and theories, they are balance

because teachers used it based on the theories procedure but it design based on the

material for that meeting.

e. Flash card

Flashcard was a media used by the teacher in teaching English at  favorite

school at Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was discussed below:

“Yes I used it, for example teacher let students to describe the card or
pictures, and it focused on speaking skill and discussing about the grammar”
(See Appendix 1 Data 4)

It supposed by the teacher at SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong said that:

“Yes, I used it focused on the writing and reading skill” (See Appendix 3
Data 4)

From the interview above, there were two teachers used it for speaking,

writing, reading skill and grammar aspect. Speaking  students were allowed to

describe the pictures on card, from that speaking teacher  and students discussed

about the utterances were produced. Next, for reading, on the card had text, the

students were allowed to read and then the teacher correct their pronounce. Then,

they discussed about the grammatical aspect used by students in describing orally or

written about the information from cards.

68 Ibid., p. 68
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Kinder, James S According to Kinder, James S Flashcard is a funny drawing.

All the above media can be used in four language skills ; listening, writing, reading,

and writing in teaching and learning process69 That means, the teacher implemented

it based on the theories provided.

f. Slide Film

Film is a media used by the teacher in teaching English at  favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was proven below:

“Yes I used it, it focused on speaking skill such as students allowed to retell
about the information from that film” (See Appendix 1 Data 5)

It was supposed by the teacher at SMPN 01 curup Kota,
“yes I used it, but based on the material for that meeting” (See Appendix 2
Data 5)
“Yes I used it, It based on the material for explore some skill” (See Appendix
1 Data 5)

In short, the entire teacher at favorite school used slide film in teaching

English. It focused some skill such as speaking, reading, writing and listening.

Sometime teacher used it for integrating the skill in learning.  The main thing, it

should be balanced with the material were explained for that meeting. In speaking,

the teacher allowed student to retell about the film talk about. It aimed to train the

students’ speaking skill. In  listening, students train to listen about the information

based on the information from film. Sometime, students write down what the

information they get from listening and watching film. In this case also train students

writing and reading skill in learning English. Teacher had creativity to integrated and

combine the skill for some meeting. So the skill were not monotone  but various skill

in teaching English.  It aimed to make students had more income in learning process.

69 Kinder, James S. 1950. Audio-Visual. Materials & Techniques. New York: American Book
Company, p. 67
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Kinder, James S According to Kinder, James S slide film is a funny drawing.

All the above media can be used in four language skills ; listening, writing, reading,

and writing in teaching and learning process70 That means, the teacher implemented

it based on the theories provided.

One   of the most fun and exciting way of getting language input is through

films. Films are very rich sources of language input both with their verbal and visual

stimuli. Films are texts. They tell stories. They have characters. They contain

messages. They can be used in the classroom just like any other texts. In addition to

this, film as  audio-visual media ones such as films and TV shows, offer much richer

sources of input for learners and the potential to be exploited in different ways on

different levels to develop learners‟ communicative competence. Although films are

scripted, they are made to sound natural to the target language speakers and thus they

represent authentic (real language). Using films in listening classes offers many

advantages for developing students‟ listening skills. For instance, Stretch of film

dialogue may serve to flesh out language structures or lexical items learners have

already encountered, illustrating them in authentic situations.

g. LCD

LCD is a media used by the teacher in teaching English at favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was proven below:

“Yes, I used it, I connect it with projector and used computer and laptop to
present the material” (See Appendix 1 Data 6)

70 Kinder, James S. 1950. Audio-Visual. Materials & Techniques. New York: American Book
Company, p. 67
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It supposed by the teacher at teacher at SMPN 02 rejang Lebong and SMPN

01 Curup kota state that:

“yes I used it for exploring some other media in teaching, first time I did
warm up at class and prepared the material with would be presented on the
LCD Projector”  (See Appendix 2 Data 7)

From the interview above, it can be said that the teachers applied and ever

used LCD projector. All of the teacher understand how to operate the instrument in

learning process. Next, students more interesting when the teacher used some

various media in teaching. There were also some of them used warm up activities by

giving brainstorming before they teach the material by using projector (LCD).

Additionally, to display images, LCD (liquid-crystal display) projectors

typically send light from a metal-halide lamp through a prism or series of dichroic

filters that separates light to three polysilicon panels – one each for the red, green

and blue components of the video signal. As polarized light passes through the

panels (combination of polarizer, LCD panel and analyzer), individual pixels can be

opened to allow light to pass or closed to block the light.

LCD stands for Liquid Crystal Display. It is similar with an OHP. It must be

connected to the computer to display teaching materials to learners. And nowadays

LCDs are more popular than OHPs for presentation or for teaching because they are

more practice and efficient.71 That means, the teacher implemented it based on the

theories provided.

h. Cassette audio

71 Ibid.
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Cassette Audio was a media used by the teacher in teaching English at

favorite school at Rejang Lebong. All of school used it was as a media. It was

proven below:

“Yes, I used audio tapes, because it had provided by SMPN 05 Sukowati
Laboratory for listening” (See Appendix 1 Data 7)
“yes, I used audio, but the dialogues were raised on that audio based on the
text book or handbook, that book based on the Syllabus, using CD and 1 of
exercise book”
(See Appendix 2 Data 7)

“using audio from internet, we used up date material, so the students more
easy to understand” (See Appendix 1 Data 7)

That means, all of teachers  used audio as a media in teaching listening at

Favorite school at Rejang Lebong . In Favorite school at Rejang Lebong  had

provided some audio tape  as instrument in teaching listening. It  was thought based

on the Syllabus, using CD and 1 of exercise book because there is one of them used

it as a intensive task which gave to students as a home works then it would be

finished  by students.

Audio cassette players are the simplest and cheapest way to provided

listening practice opportunities for students in a classroom. It is  the main method of

exposing students to spoken English through the use of taped material was to

exemplify with a range of topics, such as advertisements, news broadcasts, and

poetry reading plays, (pop) songs with lyrics, speeches, telephone conversations

and manner of spoken exchanges. Than,   type of materials would gave learners

exposure to a wide range of accents and speakers. Additionally, Audio recording

expose students to a wide range of listening situations, speakers, voices, and

speaking speeds, and they can be used by students working in the self-access mode.
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In other words, taped listening materials are very essential to reflect many varieties

of accents and dialects in the classroom. Extensive listening practice-helps students

to listen to extended stretches of discourse in a directed fashion as opposed to out-

of-class extensive listening. 72

From  the theories and finding can be concluded that the cassette would

enable students to acquire overall comprehension skills of guessing the general

meaning from spoken text, listening for pleasure, attending to fast speech and

distinguishing among a variety of voices or accents. Intensive listening practice-

Students could  develop their listening skills by replaying a tape for several times. It

allowed students the opportunity to focus on the discrete points of the language via

listening to key words, pronunciation and intonation patterns, contracted forms, etc.

Then, theories and finding were suitable for implementation

i. Video

Video was a media used by the teacher in teaching English at favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was explained below:

“Yes, I used Video  for listening and speaking skill ” (See Appendix 1 Data
8)

“yes, I used Video, but the dialogues were raised on Video based on the text
book or handbook, that book based on the Syllabus, using CD and 1 of
exercise book” (See Appendix 2 Data 8)

“ using Video from internet, we used up date material, so the students more
easy to understand” (See Appendix 3 Data 8)

That means, all of teachers used Video as a media in teaching listening and

speaking at Favorite school at Rejang Lebong . In Favorite school at Rejang

72Kinder Jame Loc cit,
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Lebong  had provided some Video tape  as instrument in teaching listening. It

was thought based on the material for that meeting.

The use of video can help students to develop listening skills has received

much attention since it began to appear regularly in language classes. In

explaining the advantages associated with the use of video, video is dynamic in

that it presents moving images with ready-made context. In other words, video

with its combination of color, action, engaging, characters and story lines, is

particularly appropriate in language classes. Researchers have pointed many

facets that make video useful to language learners

According to Kinder, the way to implement of video were teacher preparing

the video based on the materials need. Teachers played the video, and explain

the theme of explanation text and explain of the video. Feedback . The teachers

gave exercise to students in the end of teaching.73 From the finding there was

not incompletely such as teacher did not gave exercise after watching the video.

j. Computers

Computer  was a media used by the teacher in teaching English at  favorite

school at Rejang Lebong. All of school used it as a media. It was discussed below:

“Yes, I used Computer, It based on the material to determined what are the
skill were tough” (See Appendix 3 Data 11)
Yes I used it, as a various Media for listening” (See Appendix 2 Data 11)

For the interview result above, the teacher used computers as a various media

for teaching mainly in listening skill. In computer had some earphone would be

operated to engage the listening activities at language Laboratory.  All of that

73Ibid., p. 75
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school used language laboratory, because each of those schools had that facility.

According to Brown in application the computer were  Switch on the Computer,

Press the power button to turn on the CPU. Then, start to operate an application74.

From the finding and theories researcher can interpreted the favorite school at

Rejang Lebong still not maximal in implementation media  for teaching English.

Both of SMPN 1 Curup Kota, SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong and SMPN 05 Sukowati.

In SMPN 05 Sukowati Curup, did not use comic, graph, LCD, media visual

motion, TV, diagram, and charts. The teachers had reason did not use them. Such

as comic, it just would make student busy for finding it. The graph and LCD were

never used. It caused the media were not provided for that school.  There were

some media were not used by them. If the teachers used various media in teaching

English, it would increase the students’ achievement in learning English.  The

teacher did not used comic. As a media in teaching English. It caused the comic

was not relevant and nor easy for finding  nowadays. That it speed much time to

the students for finding it.

In SMPN 01 Curup Kota, did not use comic, graph, media visual motion, TV,

diagram, and charts. The teacher did not used all of them were not provided on this

school. Furthermore, in SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong did not use comic, graph, media

visual motion, TV, video, diagram, film and charts. The teacher did not used all of

them  were not provided on this school as  a media in SMPN 2 Rejang Lebong.

The first research question covered the type of media used by the teachers at

favorite schools in teaching English. There were some types  media used by the

74 Brown, Loc.Cit., P. 145
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teachers however  there were different type of media in every school. Then, the

second question covered the implementation of media. From the finding the

implementation had some different between theories provided but it depended on

the situation for implementing the media. In short,  the material were easier to

explained by the media.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. CONCLUSION

Based on the findings and discussion in Chapter IV, they were concluded as

following:

The first, The   type of media used by the Favorite Junior high schools at Rejang

Lebong. Such as in  SMPN 05 Sukowati used  Poster, cartoon, images, flashcard,

slide (film frame), film strip (Film rope), cassettes-audio, film, language laboratory

and video. Then, SMPN 01 Curup Kota Poster, cartoon, images, LCD, cassettes-

audio, language laboratory and computers as  medias in teaching English. Next, at

SMPN 02 Rejang Lebong  used media Poster, cartoon, images, charts flashcard,

slide (film frame), LCD, language laboratory and computers in teaching English.

Second, teacher used posters as a media in teaching English. The posters choose

based on the material for that meeting. There were some ways to used posters. It can

train some skill in English. Teacher used   Cartoon, it had covered some skills.

Students can find some word, students can learn about procedure text. Pronunciation

and grammatical aspect such as students arrange the words.  Furthermore, Teachers

used images is  a media more often used by the teacher,  the pictures were gotten  the

handbook, the skill  based on the material or can covered some skills. It focused on

reading skill.  Teachers used flashcard for speaking, writing, reading skill and

grammar aspect. The entire teacher at favorite school used slide film in teaching

English. It focused some skill such as speaking, reading, writing and listening. They
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used LCD projector. Cassette Audio had provided some audio tape as instrument in

teaching listening. It was thought based on the Syllabus, using CD and 1 of exercise book.

Then, teachers used Video as a media in teaching listening and speaking at Favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. In Favorite school at Rejang Lebong had provided some Video tape  as

instrument in teaching listening. It  was thought based on the material for that meeting. all of

teachers  used Language Laboratory as a material in teaching listening at Favorite school at

Rejang Lebong. In Favorite school at Rejang Lebong had provided some Language. The

teacher used computer as a various media for teaching mainly in listening skill. In computer

had some earphones will be operated to engage the listening activities at language

Laboratory.

B. SUGGESTION

After doing the research about the using of Media in improving students’ achievement in

English Subject  and gate the result of the research, then included it in the conclusion of the

research, the researcher made some suggestion related to the research.

Dealing the result of finding that have been presented above, the researcher would like some

suggestion as follow

1. For the improvement the implementation of appropriate Media or strategy in teaching is urgently

needed.

2. Teacher should do something to improve students’ English and they can use shared English as the

alternative way in teaching English.

3. For the further researcher

It will be conduct the research in this area; the writer hopes that the other time, the

researchers investigate more about the effectiveness of using Media. The students not only until

this time, but there are many media in teaching English. Because they have many techniques in
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teaching English and using Media the students be easier in learning text on English side so it will

became new contribution for teaching English when the school have not facility more. Therefore,

teaching by Media is only one of teaching technique that can develop students’ English ability.
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INTERVIEW GUIDELINE

N
o

Variable Indicators Sub indicator Questions

1 Types media d. Graphic
Media

Diagram 1. How do you used diagram as a media in teaching english?
2. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Graph 3. How do you used garph as a media in teaching english?
4. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Poster 5. How do you used poster as a media in teaching english?
6. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Cartoon 7. How do you used cartoon as a media in teaching english?
8. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Comic 9. How do you used comic as a media in teaching english?
10. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Image 11. How do you used image  as a media in teaching english?
12. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Chart 13. How do you used chart as a media in teaching english?
14. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Flashcard 15. How do you used flashcard as a media in teaching english?
16. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Visual Two-
dimentional

Overhead projector 17. How do you used  overhead Projector as a media in teaching english?
18. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Slide ( film frame ) 19. How do you used slide as a media in teaching english?
20. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Filmstrip ( film rope ) 21. How do you used filmstrip  as a media in teaching english?
22. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

LCD ( Liquid Crystal
Display )

23. How do you used LCD as a media in teaching english?
24. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Audio Media Radio 25. How do you used radio as a media in teaching english?
26. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Cassette – Audio 27. How do you used cassete audio  as a media in teaching english?
28. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Audio-Visual
Media

Media Audio Visual
Motion

29. How do you used media audio visual motion  as a media in teaching english?
30. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Film 31. How do you used film as a media in teaching english?
32. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Video 33. How do you used film as a media in teaching english?
34. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Television(TV) 35. How do you used TV as a media in teaching english?
36. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Language
laboratory

37. How do you used language laboratories  as a media in teaching english?
38. What are the skill was focused in using this media?

Computer 39. How do you used computer  as a media in teaching english?
40. What are the skill was focused in using this media?
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OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

No Variable Indicators Sub indicator Statements Categories Note

Yes No
1 Types

media
e. Graphi

c
Media

Diagram 5) Teachers prepare media diagram.
6) Teacher brought in a class diagram media.
7) Teachers explains the theme description and explain

diagrams.
8) Teachers provide follow-up.

Graph 13) Teachers prepare graph.
14) Teachers brought in a class graph media.
15) Teachers explain the theme description and explain

diagrams.
16) Teachers provide follow-up

Poster 9) Teachers prepare posters that match the theme of
learning.

10) Teacher brought in a  class poster  media.
11) Teacher explains the theme of  the text description

and explain poster.
12) Teachers provide follow-up

Cartoon 7) The teacher explains the material core of descriptive
text, after the teacher showed a cartoon.

8) Then the student  were asked to discuss the above
cartoon images. And so on until the closing.

9) After which teachers are doing some follow-up
Comic 5) The teacher distributes the comic to student.

6) The teacher divides the students into several
groups, each group consisting of 4-5 students.

7) Students discuss the character, nature and the
message contained in the comics the reads.

8) The teacher gives emphasis on the various stories,
element that are

Image 24) Teacher use image for purposes of teaching specific.
25) Blending in images to a lesson.
26) Using picture affective.
27) Reduce the addition of the words in the picture.
28) Encourage creative expression.
29) Evaluate the progress of the class.
30) Using picture in the class room.
31) Teacher let student to read the picture

Chart 12) Put the plans for a part on a size 21x27 cm or more.
13) Keep a simple chart, the good chart, the good chart

is a chart that can present the main ideas or
comparison and had impressive views.

14) Make the chart large enough to be easily seen and
can be read from any direction.

15) Make a chart as attractive as possible, use a
contrasting color and fill the empty space.

16) The main contrast by way of using letters and
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pictures are dark on light background, or vice versa,
as well as the note charts are essensial to enjoy.

17) Use color if necessary and do not over do it, and
keep it harmonious colors.

18) Keep a space averall.
19) When the planning is complete, make a sketch using

pencil on the chart are then equipped
Flashcard 21) Students are devided into several groups.

22) A card that contains encrypted image.
23) Members of the group together looking at the

images correctly.
24) Having examined properly student should be able to

tell an existing image and set it apart by looking at
the card as reminder media (flashcard).

25) Each picture tells a group race.
26) Have one person in charge of  a group to explain the

results.
27) Arranging and simultaneously read.
28) Then invite comments from other groups.
29) The group that most quickly and correctly will earn

the highest points.
30) Give  appreciation of each student’s work.
31) Perform clarification, inference, and follow-up

Visual
Two-
dimention
al

Overhead projector 4) Note the study rooms, laid out in order to enable
the use of OHP.

5) Check the source voltage of electricity and adjust
the voltage to the equipment to be used.

6) Use the screen ( a display ) when there, but can also
be projected onto the walls of the classroom

7) OHP connect with the power source.
8) Press the ON/OFF switch to the ON position.
9) Place the transparency in the correct position ( to

the stage ).
10) Adjust the focus OHP so that the images or text

clearly visible.
11) Use OHP according to the needs and capacity of its

own OHP

Slide ( film frame ) 11) A preparatory step, the lesson should be structured
as a unit, after it was been chosen to match the
material.

12) Preparing a class, the class should be prepared
towards the use of slide.

13) Preparing equipment for the presentation, slides or
films are arranged regularly lest there is congestion
in its use.

14) Presentation, students participated actively during
the presentation.

15) Follow-up, follow-up activities of the material that
has been presented.

16) Use the right teaching media
Filmstrip ( film rope ) 7) A preparatory step, the lesson should be structured
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as a unit, after it was been chosen to match the
material.

8) Preparing a class, the class should be prepared
towards the use of filmstrip.

9) Preparing equipment for the presentation, films are
arranged regularly lest there is congestion in its use.

10) Presentation, students participated actively during
the presentation.

11) Follow-up, follow-up activities of the material that
has been presented.

12) Use the right teaching media
LCD ( Liquid Crystal
Display )

9) Infocus connect teachers to laptop.
10) Teacher explains the material delivered via LCD.
11) Teachers give follow-up

Audio
Media

Radio 4) Teacher used note is about the use of time when the
radio is used.

5) The place and conditions of reception should be
mutually supportive.

6) A preparatory step
7) Teachers participated listening carefully
8) while students’ activities is to make s note of the

items that are considered important
9) Teacher make inquiries the questions, following the

demonstration, held asperses, write words or
certain sentence.

10) teachers integrate knowledge previously obtained
with the newly acquired via radio

Cassette – Audio 9) Teacher used note is about the use of time when the
cassete Audio is used.

10) The place and conditions of reception should be
mutually supportive.

11) Teachers participated listening carefully
12) while students’ activities is to make s note of the

items that are considered important
13) teachers integrate knowledge previously obtained

with the newly acquired via cassete Audio

Audio-
Visual
Media

Media Audio Visual
Motion

1) teacher prepare the media visualmotion
2) teacher explain about the material
3) Teacher follow up the activities

Film 10) Teacher choosing the right film to achieve teaching
objectives expected.

11) Preparing class.
12) Step presentation, teachers play a movie in front of

the class.
13) Follow-up. Can be asked questions, if there are

errors can be done by the repeated screening of the
film

Video 8) Teacher preparing he video based on the  materials
need.

9) Teachers played the video, and explain the theme of
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explanation text and explain of the video.
10) Follow-up. The teachers give exercise to students in

the end of teaching
Television(TV) 7) Teacher preparing he video based on the  materials

need.
8) Teachers played the video, and explain the theme of

explanation text and explain of the TV.
9) Follow-up. The teachers give exercise to students in

the end of teaching
Language
laboratory

10) Teacher and students entering the language
laboratory space.

11) Teacher explains the material that will be studied
mainly listening class.

12) Teacher play the audio through earphones that are
on each student.

13) Teacher explains what was heard.
14) Teachers provide follow-up activities with students

Computer 7) Switch on the Computer
8) Press the power button to turn on the cpu.
9) start to operate an application.
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SMP N 02 SUKOWATI SMN 02 SUKOWATI

SMPN 05 REJANG LEBONG SMPN 05 SUKOWATI

SMN 01 CURUP KOTA SMN 01 CURUP KOTA
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